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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Best Money Moves to Fight Inflation]

JACOB SOBOROFF: But let — let's turn now to some mixed messages on the economy. The
stock market plunging, inflation sky high, unemployment remains low though, and even veteran
economists are divided what it means. Tom Costello is following that story for us. Tom, what
exactly is going on here? It's confusing to watch it if you are not an expert. A lot of signs point to
a recession. Unemployment, though, still at this 50-year low. 

TOM COSTELLO: Yeah and I got to tell you. We got more economic data just out this morning
showing that inflation is still running pretty hot, right? Six percent by one account, so the Fed is
going to take that into account when it decides if they are raising rates even further. This is a
head-scratcher of an economy because — you're right. You still have inflation running at about
40-year highs. We’ve got unemployment at 50-year lows. We've got full employment. Employers
are not laying people off because they are afraid that they won't be able to find employees on the
back side because we are in a full employment situation. It’s — it's a really strange economy.
Now, the technical definition of a recession is that the economy shrinks two quarters in a row.
We know that that’s happened already this year. But economists say this doesn't feel like a
recession when you’ve got unemployment so low and everybody has a job. Prices are high. So,
the bottom line, though, is how should you and I play this, right? What is the strategy going
forward if, in fact, the economy is going to worsen, if we go into a recession? So, a couple of
ideas from the economists we talked to and the experts. Number one, they say this is a time to
conserve cash if you can. Pay down debts now. Pay down credit cards now. If you’ve got one of
those home equity lines, maybe pay it down. Keep contributing to your investment accounts, they
say, though. Even though the stock market is down, 23 percent year to date on the S&P, 31
percent on the NASDAQ, keep contributing to your investment accounts because, essentially,
you’re buying at a lower level for when, in fact, the market goes higher. And then, in addition,
prioritize and pay down the debt and conserve cash. All right, now, as it relates to where you put
your money when the stock market is sinking? A couple of ideas. Number one, there are online
banks that are offering savings accounts with an interest rate of about three percent. That's pretty
good when the stock market is sinking right now. In addition, government I bonds — can I just
flash a big red warning light to everybody? Listen to this. Government treasury bonds are now
offering 9.6 percent. That's a heck of a deal. It's guaranteed if you put $10,000 into one of those
I-bonds. So buy one. You can only do $10,000 at a time, but maybe you can get one and your
spouse and your kids. The point is this is guaranteed money from the government, 9.6 percent.
It's a very good investment according to most investment pros, guys. No risk there. 

SOBOROFF: Yeah, really good tips. Really good tips.

SHEINELLE JONES: Really good finds.



SOBOROFF: Tom Costello, thanks so much. Have a great weekend.

COSTELLO: You too.


